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lissist Minion I. SU

Bears win conference title
Bears 9-1 in SC play
Ire Ms Ilearms

1
Is

he Bears added soother oar to make
*manta streak 10 in a row.

*Sawa faggot
Stott Wider
-

—Editor's note first of 3-part series
deohne with AIDS and how it is hand!on tailspin.

-7

It's a time to be concerned
Acquired immune deficiency syndrome. AIDS, is the number one health
menace to hit the United States, according to medical doctor% It is
misunderstoocl bs a majonts of the people including the populace of the
nis vs"
become the vulnerable and muse
This new terror lises off pleasure and
escape: sex and drugs. AIDS may he
bete forever or until those seeking
-pleasure and escape are dead or dying
It is ubiquitous in sire, slippery in manner, and fatal to those who play its'
common games, the U S Health Bureau
reports
A time has come to awaken from this
nightmare by understanding crucial Information that may be asiMple matter
of life and death so that this ominous
plague will not sursist campus sexuality and drug use, aCCiStiliiiitO unis cyst
4-health educators
AIDS is charactenred by a collapse of
the body's natural immunity against
disease. Due to this failure of the immune system, persons with AIDS are

New.addition
fritlae's seinse--es a tors of
1. I he \seminal College Siewspeper.
* hit h ill he inserted issonthls into The
1)ailt Maine l'ainpus.
I he newspaper selects art% les ot interest Irons moor than 200 stillege rapers
around the t'i'llintrs: this is the first issue

IP officials refute
,
sIrikers claims
by es* Lessee '
Staff iiv,tei

-

Strikers of the International Paper
Co. mill in Jay. Maine have been
spreading misinformation rather than
the, truth, -two _IP Offli-ili mid anumber of University of Maine
season championship with a 5 I victory ova Providence College on
students Friday.
Saturday. The two officials, one of whom
"This ts feeling good! This is where its at;This is the greatest moment
was a former president of the paperormy life so far!" said senior Dasc Wensley.
--worket's-tiftiers.--refuted-ilse Wake,i2
claims of unfair and unethical pracsity of Maine goaltender said University of Maine goaltender Scott King
tices and fired some of their own acUMaine now has a school-record 10-spusse winning streak.
cusations at the strikers.
Early in the contest the Friars looked is. though they might spoil the
The--Feb-,-4- -presentation -to three
t+Maincwictorf pans when They jumped to a-1-41Y1eut:t-yle-Wildgoose:
classes came three weeks
sociology
lead
as
only
its
got
posverplay
PC
she
got his 12th goal of the year on
after representatives of the-United
of the weekend at the 9:33 mark.
Paperworkers International- Union
The Black Bears came right back just oser a minute later to esen the
spoke here as they toured - the state
Wore when Mario thyer found Dave Capuano alone in the slot. UNIame s
and New England.
Christian I alonde had droppeskthe puck to Thyer behind the net and Ca
"There has been a lot of misinforpuano put it through PC goaltender Matt Merten's pads.
since this strike began,"
mation
when
Black Bear Mike McHugh gave Maine its first lead of the game
said Joe Pietroski, manager of Public
he knocked in• rebound of a Dave Capuano shot. The goal was McHugh's
24th of the season. Jack Capuano also picked up an assist on the play. ' Relations for the mill. " And
sometimes the best way to confront
Lalonde upped_t he lead to 3- I on the posserplay when he got a rebound
.(misinformation) is to go out and
-it
ot base Nonts• shot from the blur line.
confront it,
UMaine picked up its third consecutive powerplay
period
second
the
In
their
Approximately 1,250 members of
(see HOCKEY page 12)
Local 14 of UP1U and the International Brotherhood of Firemen and
Oilers hate been on strike from the
Androscoggin mill since last June.
The strikers have said previously
statewide basis. But students Iron;
that one of the issues that pushed
vulnerable to one or more unusual inthem to refuse the contract and strike
Maine are only a percentage of the
rions or cancers that do not pose a
involved IP's plans to cut pay, jobs
problem.
sea to anyone whose immune system
and the Christmas shutdown break.
You can't use state of Maine
as working normally AIDS is fatal It
This, they said, came in a year that
statistics since over one-third of the cam
kills, according to U.S. Gosernment
the company was experiencing record
pus is from states other than Maine
Morbidits and Mortality Reports.
revenues.
You have to analyze the situation basUMaine health educator Ruth
Keith LaVoie, manager of Human
ed on the variety in the student
Lockhart, an AIDS specialist working
Resources and the chief negotiator
full time at the Unisersits of Maine and
body,- Lockhart said.
for IP in Maine, said the contract
a member of the governor's ads isors
This variety makes it nearls impossi
they have presented to thestrikers
committee on AIDS, said the campus
Me to -estimate the. .nuttiber of AIDS
would institute 12-15 percent paycuts
has a percentage of students and faculcases on campus since people from urbut it would also givi employees a
ty who hasc the AIDS virus. Lockhart
ban settings are in a higher risk group
S5,540 ramification bonus.
(see AIDS par 2)
has worked with the statistics on a
"No employee will lose money if
•
they sign the contract,'' said
LaVoie, who had been a union president in the early 1970's. ,
Lavoie said that they were planning to eliminate_approxiamtely 178
jobs, but that these jobs would be
"Based on my conversations with
WASHINGTON(AP) — The Justice
through people leasing on
eliminated
lawyers here in the department, it's my
Department says prisate supporters of
their own.
are
currently
there
that
understanding
the Nicaraguan Contras can legally raise
"It will be through natural attrt
no laws which prohibit a private citizen
funds for the rebels.
not layoffs," LaVoie said.
tion,
Conthe
to
money
donating
from
•
taiack.iis iii isis•v ii seep
Trukthat 40 People quit the mill
noting
tras," Justice DepartMent Tar)
.
gingerly., though. if they wanuto avoid
Pietrosii said the aveniaLs
year.
each
•
past mistakes that have led to criminal
in theJay mill made
paperworker
Last year, public relations executive
charges or made them — both wittingly
$37,000 a year, not including
fundconservatise
and
Miller
Richard
and unwittingly — part of the Iranraiser Carl R.."Spitz" Channell plead- , benefits, whiletht company only exContra affair:
perienced 8 -5.perrertt revenue injuiltY to conspiring to defraud the
ed
For instance. U.S. law Would prohibit
in 1986 and less than I percent
crease
government.
the pris ate backers from shipping arms
the beginning .of 1987
in
now in the United States to the Contras
The gosernment was cheated out of
- The average employee works only
without State Department approsal.
tax revenue from donors, who were
hours per week to earn that salary.
44
And the department would hase to
wrongly told they could deduct the
Pietroski said, a figure that is conagree before U.S.-made'arms could be
funds from their income taxes: Walsh
trary to what strikers say would take
sent from other countries to the rebels.
said at the time.
hours to earn.
69
Other laws prohibit the launching of
Wilson Faddy. an Internal Revenue
Although LaVoie and Pietroski
pris ate military operations from U.S.
Sets ice spokesman, said tax-exempt
said /P has treated the strikers fairsoil and require registration of anyone
organizations- "will ha%e to show us
ly, they said the company has not
opataing as an agent of a foreign emit)
evidence" that money is raised 'for
been treated in a like manner.
sas
rules
Service
'Internal Revenue
humanitarian aid. If a group can't do
"The strikers are a saluable work
nizzations
that tax-esempt charitable
so, it- will lose its tax-exempt status, and
force and most of than...4re not inand
mg
ck
must raise money for
:also could be subject to criminal N., —
wised in the siolence." Pietroski
shelter — not for weapons.
such as the conspiracy statute Used
v4ek
last
Pris ate Contra backersVaid
..:against Miller and Channell.
,-. inadditlow to t hic s iolence, both
410 would try anew to'silk mosey for
fate S-TRIKE page 21
the rebels because of the House's rejeclose CONTRA page 2)
tion of S36.2 million in aid .

UMaine has victims of AIDS virus
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' tteollmied from page b
Individual contributors. who take a.
dcduction for donating to.a group that
later loses its as exempt status, are safe
!torn penalties
But fadels said the IRS could colleCt
ha.k tases from ansone who took a
deducriont-nowmg ttir the tax -exempt
group Irra'S not raising manes. for
.-haritable v..rposet
1.1u Kos. 25. the IRS resok • the
tax-exempt status of the U.S. •nal
for World Freedom. headed
retired
Maj. Gen_ John Smglaub
action
NA a% taken because of the
• pt earlier
fundraising activities f the Contras
.1)n Thursdas. Sngub said& plans
to raise 111011e• Mrs
'•Ike
will make este effort, offs-thing
within the law,to raise
human!, possi

IVY.
CO.
NiNceilPf.

Singlaub
other conseo tunes said
Arty
soin forces to sell Contra'oar
bonds• raise money for 'vilifiers equip
mem ood and supplies

temetieseed from page ii
officials said that the strikers had not
only tried to drag the town of Jay into
the situation, but also tried to invoise
other IP mills and people across the
:minus to induce "work stoppages "
"There base been some illegal acts in
sols mg the public, and some .ases of
siolence. for which tlso mere later fin
ed S10.000 in cowl.
I a% ow says it is not so much the
sinters faults. but that it is the unior
'hat is responsible
'11w union finer malls explained she
offer (contract) to-the rank and file, •
.he
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Doonesbury
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CUMIN AMMO

teoistialied from page II
than those from rural areas The flu, tuatism is too great
he.statistics sug•
gest that there must be AIDS cases on the UMairie campus, according to
Lockhart
The State of Maine Health Bureau
report published in Nosember ISIg" reports there, kere more than
reported caws of the AIDS Ittfli
'
throughout the state. with urban areas
reporting more than
percent of the
positise results.
in
Similarly.
urban , areas
Massachusetts.. Igt__eignsple. ha*c a
percentage over 65 percent reporting
AIDS cues. The I. Maine registrar's of
lice records show that .1tii.sashusetts
represents more than 2.‘ N.ritent of the
out-of stale students aitending1 Maihr,
which would increase AIDS potential
for the campus
"This count does.not conspier figures
' bee 4106 pege
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SPIRITUAL FREEDOM.
IS IT POSSIBLE?
Free lectures given every
Monday 7:00-9:00 p.m
.Avaion Way Looming Cantor
347 Wilson St
Brewer. Ate. •
969 2131 •
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Mite threatens Maine blueberry crop

1111111
el take a
)Up that
are safe

,
PORTLAND, Maine(API ,‘
fear noi only the --tut
,S.45.
V.V 1
/ that :Availed bee colonies in Europe and
also the possible cure: federal regulanorthern Africa is now posing a Multitions that would destroy infected hives
milliondollar threat to Maine's
or ban interstate trucking of bees. ,
blueberry industry.
Maine blueberry growers rely On bees
Unless v VIM MRCS Canhe_eradxated__t pollinate their cro_pentsd produce a
from hives needed to pollinate Maine's
high yield of fruit. They contract with—
• blueberry crop this spring, state officials
beekeepers who truck their bees from
fear production could be -out in half,
state to state to pollinate crops. Each
costing growers S25 million.
spring, growers bring 20,000 colonies inThe rusty red mites, each about a fifto Maine.
tieth inch long, suck vital juices from
"One hive of healthy bees adds an exadult bees and bet pupae. Victims. arc
tra thousand bushels an acre of
either killed or emerge too deformed to
blueberry production," staid Thomas
carry on the work of the hive.
Degomez. a 'University of Maine
State agriculture officials say the
blueberry specialist.
BM cirdeSS—COMTFTIli air imps)
to curb the mite infestation. Now, with
quickly, healthy hives may become a
the pollination season three months
scarce commodity.

-exempt

ked4he
nal
retired
it action
'
s earlier
.7ontras
be plans
"51ke

Ives said
ntra war
1,0 equip

The hulk of the bees used in Maine
are based in. Florida.. where the
&wasting mite appeared last fall in most
of that state's agricultural counties. The
mite showed up in Maine and other
states at the same time.
In Europe, the mite has spreadquickly. In seven years it has cut foraging for
nectar and the resultant pollination of
crops by more than half.
• So far the mite has been found in the
hives of only one beekeeper in Maine,
and the hives we immediately destroyed.
"We depopulated 179 hives with
cyanide," said Anthony ladczak, the
state bee inspector, adding that the hives
wcos•- too- maskw su
c -the winter
anyway.
But nationally, Jadczak said, a

*AIDS

Peltr II
had not
la% into
involve
ross the

I ac-Is
macs of
sta

uch the
e union

'tried the •
file."

strategy of killing all infected hives
would cause disastrous harm to the
beekeeping industry nad the farmers
who rely on bees to pollinate crops.
Jadczak argues that the mite can onhe controlled by promptly treating all
hives with fluvalinate, a pesticide
authorized for emergency use last month
by the federal Environmental Protection
Agency.
"If it's done gimes
'
, and thoroughly,
we may be able to keep populations so
low that treatment would be required
every other year," Jadczak said.
But he charges that precious months
have been wasted while the-U.S. Department ot Agriculture in Washington
refuses to act

((outlawed fro. mot 10

for the unreported Mel ,Cif AIM in
Maine and other 'states Of COUSIN:in which send students and faculty to
UMaine.
"The campus results are going to have
to be different due to the saney."
Lockhart said "There are students
from Maine and students from off over
the world. Each person comes from a
different background which may be
rural or urban This suit increase the
nsk."
But AIDS is here and it puts ekwyeake at risk.
AIDS is not a sale-only struS,
especially for university COMMUMtleS
such as UMaine, according to state
reports. Although the 63 reported cases
in the state of _Manse have all been
males. statista3 indicate that there could

bia small percentage_ cif females.on the
tiMaine campus with the AIDS virus
since it has been declared a heterosexual disease.
Men with multiple partners. either
male of female, may transmit the virus
" said Berrien.
Students tend to beliese that it can't
happen to than or they cannot contract
the disease, she said. The (liMaine)
community is pretending that is is not
,
happening.
But AIDS mill be at UMaina,according to Berrien and Lockhart. State
statistics show that in a rural region,
such as Maine. there are two AIDS cases
for every 1,000 inhabitants. If U Maine
only accepted students from Maine there
,stiU would be at least 10 to 20 AIDS
cases' here since more than 10,000

students are enrolled for this academic
year.
The percentage of students on campus with AIDS would not exceed 1 percent, but according to Lockhart, the
diversity of students increases the
percentage since most students attending
UMaine from out-of-state are from
areas more urban than the average
Maine community. This would increase
the UMaine risk factor for contracting
AIDS.
As long at there are cases on campus,
there are two levels to consider, 13errien
said.
"You want students to be able to take
care of themselves, but you don't want
them to be scared," said Berrien.
The ignorance about AIDS is substantial in Maine, especially in the universi-

ty coMmunity, according to universityhealt h Officials and student researchers.
Andrew Ouellette, a sociology major
conducting research about AIDS in the
'70s generation; said "less than 10 percent of the public knows more about
AIDS than what they see on television
or in tabloids."
"Most people won't read about it if
they don't think it's going to concern
them personally," he said.
Lockhart says the only way to break
the ignorance is by informing the consunity members that they are lighting a
life-threatening virus.
"It is a 'silent war' that we are all
fighting," Lockhart said, "but most
people don't know they might be in
it •
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Genuine U.S. A/European Surplus:
Wool,

N

figures
Pr 3

U.S. Nary Wool Middys
Peacoats
$11:1-30

t21

IMMO

S

j

es: German, British,
French Pants
$1,

e.

Full Length Raincoats A
Trench Coats
$6-15

• 5?Y" *

British, French, Italian
Wool Sweaters
U=15

*

Heavy Cotton, 6-Pocket
Field Panis- U.S., Dutch,
West German
17-15

(*

Down Feather Mummy
Sleeping Bags10°4501
$20-$30

Wool Blankets, Gloves, Hats, Scarfs,
and
Lois, Lots, Lots More!
—

*
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U.S. drug smuggling maze

Tit,
tall

forrrier Deputy Director of the C-IA Ted-=-Shackley. former CIA Director of .
Training Thomas Cline. retired Mai
While on assigninint for ABC News Gen_ John Singlaub. U.S. and Costa
Rican citizen John Hull and Iranianborn U.S. citizen Albert Hakim.
b:
faa
y-m
4Tirbo
njuredis
iwnasSI:eri
Abv4
y
rrillai
In a 1414 investigation report by t
during an assassination attempt on Sandinista hero Eden Pastors. The bomb. As irgan and Honey. esidence resealed
planted by a Libyan terrorist imper- Hull's relations with the contras -Nicaraguan rebel fonts — and his in
sonating a cameraman, did not kill
splvement in drug traffic:bog, accordmg
Pastora.
-The incident kd Asirpn. Pus wife and to a report in I a Pansa. the Nicaraguarl
.
freelance journalist Martha Honey to in- opposition new
"There was a multibillion dollar drug
vestigate the matter. Peter Dykstra.
communications specialist for the ring in Columbia moving through
Christie Institute, anon-profit mterfarth Panama and John Hull's Costa Rican
center for law, told a Nies ilk Hall au- ranch." Dykstra said
!"The 122 million racketeering suit
dience Saturday the investigation hasuncovered a mare of drug trafficking tv) was filed against Hull in his network of
uncos
U.S. government officials and private gun running that was partly paid for by
drug running."
citizens.
Prior to the May 19116 kik. when in.
Dykstra said the Christie Institute filFormation on Hull's cocaine and
ed a civil lawsuit in %arm Federal Court
in May 1956 on behalf of AVif/AO and weapons pipeline, and his 0111811SC60111- Honey. The lawsuit scheduled for a__ _EP the CIA were besunrung kak_
- _
the CIA "washed their hands of him"
jury trial June 29.
Through the sort. which charges -29 and he began to talk. Dykstra said.
people with operating coven actions
In Nos-ember 1966, a small niaganne
panially financed by drug smuggling. in Beirut claim...! JS, trade of
"'he Chnstic Institute hopes to see some weaponry with IranSoon after the maga2me's report, Atpeople brought to imam. Two witnesses
for this trial are now dead," Dykstra torney General Edwin Meese admitted
to the public that the U.S. sold weapons
said.
The first operation to be resealed dur- to Iran and chsened money from the
ing the institute's ins estivition was Cot. sale to the contras
Oliver North's secret team of esC1A and
"The Iran-Contra scandal was under
military officers. The team was composwas." Ds kura said
ed of retired Mai Gen Richard Secord.
tare DRUGS page 5)
alla
5!an

This sculpture seems all enough to reset the roof of Carnegie Hall.
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On Monday, Feb. 8th in 140 Bennett Hall
from 2 p.m.- 3 p.m. Dr. Gorden Kaye from
the Albany Medical College in New York
will talk about Medical School admission.
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Maine Masque Theatre nitsents_

Quitters
mk

BN•
MLilI Nesvman and Barbara Darnashek
, Music and lyrics bv
Barham Damashek
Semi ny, nor Quderrs %omen ar*1
I., Piano'Carper and Norma Nadir, Alien

February 10-13 at 8 pm
Matinee February 11 at 2 pm
Hauck Auditorium 0

Havl

rat Healthy with . . . CANTEEN
Freshly polished apples, oranges
and other fruit. garden-frediaispy
Wads. low fat milk, fruit pnCes.
variety of flavored dietetic mint
and exciting sandw
all presented through
vendmg equipment offered exclusively
by CANTEEN
Prepared freslievery day in the emmaculate CANTEEN kitchens and
delivered by a Canteen representative. You are assured of freshness
and flavorful lunches.. day after
day. The added convenience and
speed of vended foods can add hours
and satisfaction to your busy day
For the health of the (.1Jotat-conscious busy person on the go, we
suggest a nutritious lunch from
CANTEEN- We think you'll tile it!
241 Perry Road
BANGOR
945 5688
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Titanic wreck explorer
talks of new technology
lig Sten Ism
Stan WM..
• "The deep *Iis a rerrigerator. tak-.
ing man's history and placing it -iri
suspended animaton." said Bob
Ballard, discoverer of the Titanic, Friday at Maine Center for the Arts.
The Titanic sank on its maiden. 1912
'voyage when crossing the North Atlantic, and finding it had been Ballard's
life-long dream.
With a handful of skilled colleagues,
Ballard himself a Marine explorer with
in oceanography. underwent two
involved explorations covering up to 150
square miles. The first attempt failed
due to inadequate technology.
- Thy second was an immediate success,
however. and equipment used to find
Iht.;ship 141 Someday offer American -,
museums Ilyc c.overaae of, marine es-olofation. Ballard said.
"We know More about the mounatin
ranges on Mars than those under the
sea," he said.
Ballard made it clear he would rather
have seen Friday's UMaine hockcv game
than give a lecture. But he went on show
the audience his own, firsi.hand view- of
the Titanic. seen through the eyes clan
electric, robotic camera that magnifies
light 200 times. •
-People will eventually go to Mars
this way.- he said, but they'll go in the

afternoon, so they can so to the hockey
game in the evening, he added.
The iceburg that the Titanic_ hit had
only caused minor damage, he said. The
ship sank hours after the accident and
even.though there were other ships in the
area, its exact location was never pinpointed.
Ballard estimated that debris from the
ship had spread over the area of a mile
before coming to rest. 12.000 feet below.
the surface of the sea.
"Very few objects get to the sea bettom in one piece," he said, "any airpocket is hkely to implode."
By covering small .segments of the
ocean floor, Ballard and his colleagues
systematically located the ships bow.._His
dream of entering the ship's grand staircase was then finally realized.
But it was a machine which entered
the ship, not him.
fiction is oneihing,Thaard
said. but "the benefit _ of this new
technology," he added, "is that it
doesn't beam you body, it beams your
mind."
Ballard said he hoped that demonstra
tions of these new capabilities would 'encourage young Americans to be more

a/

file photo

banns race.

- RESIDENTIAL LIFE
• ADVISORY COMMITTEE
TUESDAY. FEB. 9. 5:00 p.m.
STODDER PRIVATE DINING 'ROOM

In America, we'se created the image
that scientists are nerds," he said.
"We hope to get to the junior high and
high school kids before they-give up on
math and science.-17:••

*Drugs

•

OPEN MEETING

TO REVIEW ROOM .1Citl-UP FOR SPRING '88

icontiaued from page 41
Proposed changes in process

However, covert action., including
drug trafficking and smuggling, has a
30- to 40-year history, he said.
!*The bottom line is yvhether we look
at the Bay of Pigs. atergate hearings
or Contragate. nothing has changed in
terms of the covert age. It is a..
cepted. Dykstra said

dent Ronald Reagan' S36 million contra aid package last Week.
"Let's make sure the people out there
— the solers -- hear More of the true
naturcj the national secure: and
••
stature of the U
Dykstra said the investigations could
lead to "death squads in Honduras..ex• posure of other cosert action in this
"Yet, we are talking about an issue
country that could be worse and involvethat 79 percent of the people have made • mem of Vice President (,ie_or '
Dykstra suggested the audience -start
with Rep. Olympia .Snowe in this
district." who voted_hilintot cO_Presi-

I

Thalami gm mple of the technology that might one dim he used
to benefit the

While still in the "discovery phase of
the case," Dykstra is doubtful of the
luac_29.trial date.

2)-Include lottery back in Room Swap Process
Proposed changes in lifestyles
1) Discontinue Private Doubles to increase available

dent representatives from each residential campus area.

you are interested please contact your DGB president

or Barbara Smith, Chair, RLAC. West Campus Assistant
Director at 4702.

RESIDENTIAL Lii t_
NnAtm.

Lord Hall

r

Single Assignments • March 29

The Residential Life Advisory Committee is seeking Stu-

Suite 7A—

ilinVali11.11.11‘11.

March 21 10 25

2) Change Gannett and Androscoggin to co-ed halls

Have a gripe? Let other people
know what's on your mind.
Send a letter to
the Daily Maine Campus.
Address letters to:

.1) Sine Room Application period
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University of Maine
Student Volunteerism Week
February 8 - 12
Monday - United Way booth upstairs in Union
Tuesday - Good Samaritan booth downstairs in Union
- Student Volunteerism Mini Fair and Reception Damn Yankee
Everyone welcome!
'Check the Maine Campus insert!• _
Wednesday - Down East Big Brothers Big Sistat booth
downstairs in Union
1111%1110111111011WICILIOSSalklials

••••
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•
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Thursday &
Friday- Please plan to come into the Student Volunteer Office.
2nd floor, Memorial Union, to register to participate in the Student Volunteer Program
Saturday - Student Leadership Conference Seminar on Student
Volunteerism 2 p.m.
% .5%
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UMaine women sweep
Hartford Hawks team
by Ms Ilateska
Stan Wree

The University-ot Maine women's
basketball team set the stage for two key
IICA

A

10 days with two weekend wins over the
University of Hartford. •
The Black Bears nipped the Lady
Hawks 73-69 Friday on the strength of
Rachel
29-point.
Bouchard's
I2-rebound barrage sad 1.4Z Coffin's 23
points.
On Saturday the Bears had a little
- more bre.th..iis room at(
..--6rriit
26 points and pulled down It rebounds.
and Bouchard scored 17 and grabbed 15
caroms in a 110-67 win.
UMaint coach Peter Gavett said his
team came up against a Hartford team
whose 6-15 overall record is deceptive.
"(Hartford) is playing much better
than people give them credit for."
Gasen said. "They play well. particularly. at home. They might cause some problems (for other SC teams), down the
stretch."
Coffin said the Lady Hawks are a
scrappy team that the Bears knew they •
had to look out for.
"We knew they were a hot team,"
she said. "They beat Northeastern by
22, so'we knew we had to play a tough
game.
In addition to Coffin and Bouchard.
the Bears got 12 points from Jets Smart
and five or more rebounds from six
players to post the Friday win.
Included in that rebounding performance were the twin non-tower pair of
Joanna Hamilton (five boards) and
Cathy laconeta TXTXT -86th—piayers aft
only 5-2
Pauline Frisma led the Lady Hawks
with 22 points. * hile Hope Kelley scored
18 and grabbed 12 rebounds Sue
Tremblay scored 12.

Ciavett said Saturday's larger sictory
margin war due to tyro factors.
"1 think the differences were that we
did much better in combining our insideoutside game, and rebounded much bet •
ter as a team." .he sad
Smart
OE
an, whik
senior Debbie Duff scored 12. laconeta
c'ontinued her skysialking ways by grabbing six more boards. Karen Ringland topped the Hawks
with 20 points, V.-hile Frisina seored 19
and Tremblay had 12.
offin said an encouraging pan ofThe
weekend was the return to form of
wiTh—neTpeilitoW
Ringland to eight points in the first
game and pulled down 11 rebounds in
the two *Ames
The weekend results solidified
-UMaine's second place conference standing, moving its SC record to 9-1. The
19-4 Bears still trail Boston University,
who have yet to lose in league play.
The wins also clear the way for a key
four-game. three-week conference
schedule which will match the Bears
against fourth-ranked Northeastern and
first ranked BU an the Pit, and against
third ranked New Hampshire and Central Connecticut on the road
Gasett Said it is important that the
Bears take the remaining games as they
come. "Our big concern now is with Northeastern.' Gasett said. "It's important that we don't look too far
ahead. ••
The Bean play Northeastern Feb. 13.
In their last meeting L'Maine won 5242
in Boston. The Huskies are the defenditig_SC champions, 4a44e-ssitte alt
injury-plagued slow start, are not being
written off.
Boston Urns enny handed USIame its
only conference loss in their earlier
meeting The Bears-Terriers tilt is
scheduled for Feb 17
-
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Maine ($0)
Duff 5-6 1-2 12. Ro
--uthard 6-14 ¶17. Coffin 8-22 10-10 26, lacoiseta 2-6
0-2 4. Sman 7-L3 3-5 17. Nobert 1-30-0
2. Nagle 0-0 2-2 2, Hamilton 0-0 0.0 0,
Cummings 0-1 0-0 0. Sullivan 0-1 0-1 0.
!Carlsson 0-00-00. Toner 0-00-0 0, Elba
0-0 0-0 0, MacGregor 0-0 0-0 0 Totals
29-66 21-27 80
Hartford (67)
Andersen 3-6 G-0 6, Tremblay 3-7 610 12, Ringland 10-19 0-0 20. Franks 924 1- I 19. Kelley 1 -8 2-3 4, Flynn 0-3 0-1
0, Brooks 1-3-3-6 S. Ward 0-3 1-21.
Aquadro 0-0 0-0 0. Collette 0-3 0-00.
kraernet 0-0 0-0 0. Totals 27-76 13-23
67.
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Niagra puns away to beat Black Bears
was immediately hit with two to:hnicals. and hit the free throw and suddenly the
Niewl went to the other end and cann- Black Bears were within striking.
ed all five shots. Niagra got the ball after distance at 70-59. But that would be as
the delay and center Tom Swick hit one close as The Black Bears would get.
of two free throws and suddenly the Henry answered Gomis with a threeFive consecutive technical foul'Mots'. Black Bears trailed ,by l5. 53-38.•
point play of his own ask:ern-is-fouled
by Juan Neal and a 10-0 run moments
The Black Bears tried to get hack in him on a jam. Patrick Jones added two
Later broke-open-a tight-itme rntt,ese,-.7-slorhe contest as Barr) and guard Matt
tree throws and a hoop and the recond half as Marta Linisetsio pulled
kossignol each scored, cutting the inauukx
•
•
away from the University of Maine and
Niagra lead to 53-42 before .Niagra'„s bage time.
cruised to a 90-78 win in a North AtIan
Mark Henry went to work-. '
UMaiiie started the game quickly and
tic Conference...1*We at.the Gallagher
Henry's three-point bomb sparked a-.• -looked as though they might blow the
Center Satu_tday. nigh.j,
10-0 run that give the Purple Eagles
Purple Eagles off the floor. Elesen
The loss dropped the Black Bears
63742 lead. After a bucket , bs guard
straight points by the Black Bears, caprecord to 4-6 in the MAC while the PutMike Rios, Henry scored five more, clipped by a Matt Rossignorthree-point
pie Eagles improved to 7-3 m the
ping the run with a conventional three- shot, gave UMaine an early 11-2 lead.
crut(erence. point play.
Following a Niagra time out,the Pur--The
from th' Black
--UMaine
eggiellsrdre-trrectto rally Pares -chipped away atrhe- Black
Bears earl) in the second half with the'
the Black Bears, scoring sesen of the
Bear lead. With UMaine leading. 20-13,
Purple Eagles leading, 47-38 UMaine
team's next nine points as the Black . Jones and Henry led a 12-0 charge that
center Coco Barry was whistled for an
Bears cut the-Ntagraleac11011.10-55gave the Purple Eagles a 25-20 lead.
offensise foul and slapped with a
Following a three-point. play by
Jones and Henry both scored five points
technical after damming the ball to
Banks. UMaine's Guy Gomis got a
in the spurt and Derrick Brevard added
the floor Black Bear Coach Skip
hoop and followed that with a steal and
a breakaway slam before UMaine's-T.J.
Chappelk came to Barry's defense and
a breakaway dunk. Gornis was fouled
Forester stopped the onslaught with his
third three-point shot of the first half.
UMaine trailed at the hair, 34-27, but
Forester, who has been on a threepoint
barrage latch, picked up his fourth foul
bg
6111111
s.aii +/rote,

•

Women runners set

•

early in the second half and'spentmuch
of the half on the bench.
Jones led all scorers with 23 points for
Niagra. Henry added 20, 13 coming in
the second half and Neal tossed in 16.
Banks led the way once again for
, UMaine with 19 points. Barry and
Forester added 13 each and Don Bradles
•

the game.
The Black Bears are on the road again
Tuesday, traveling to. Boston to take on
Northeastern University..
•••NEW YORK NOTES*"
Chappelle, who will be retiring from
his position as coach at the end of the
season. wasThOnoreolierore Saturday
night's game by the Niagra basketball
boosters club...It semi- -the:--fans in
upstate New York expect trery critical
call to go their way. After UMaine's
double overtime win Thursday at
C'anisius, some fans chased the referees
into their locker room. Niagra fans were
also up in arms over the officiating in
their recent loss to Northeastern...Chapmile was hit with four technical fouls On
the New York swing.

of records
Results of the meet:
In a meet where sescrid records were
set, the L'nisirsits of Maine wornenAs
20th. weight--I) W'enmark(NH). 2)
track team dismantled the University of Mollison(M), 3) Movisso(NH) 0-447
New Hampshire Saturday by a score of -11.(fieldhouse record)
Long jump-11 Shethan(M). 2)
92-24.
One field house and four meet records Schofick(NH). 31Drottar(M)0-16,10
were broken, and another meet record
1 2.(meet record)
High jump-1) Brancley(M), 2)
was tied as UMaine prosed too much
Laber(M), 3) BruisaertIM) D-5-4
for 1.NH
The record breakings started earl). as
60 yard high hurdles-1) BrutDenise Wenmark of UNH shattered the %sat(d), 2)Weiskes(NH). 3) Knight(M)
•
T-11. ( les nietet-lecord)Triple jump-1) Sheehan(M).
44 Ii, over a foot -better than
Drottar(M). 3) Matthews(M) 0-35-9
fieldhouse standard of 43-9.-set by Conrue Willson of UMaine
1/2_ (meet record) '
60 yard dash-1)' Sheehan(M). 2)
Not to be outdone, the long jump
3) Gage(NH) 1-7.5
record fell next, with a teapot 16-I0 1 2
Mile-1)Meierve(M), 2)Mechan M), 3)
b - Brenda Sheehan of UMaine.. This
when the hosts began to pull away. Salsbury(M) T-5:09.19
. Shot put-1) Brutsaert(M), 2) Wensweeping the high jump. tnpie jump and
mark(NH), 3k Jackson(M) 0-37-1/2
mile to open a big lead New Harrirs- 400 meters-11 McCosh(M), 2)
shire, fielding one of their weaker teams
Halstead(NH)1-1:01.5
in recent years, was unable to come back
T-1T
' 800 meters-1) !salt-EMIand mike a fight of it.
Like Bruisaert began. a busy „grief. Teevans(Nt1),. 3) Halstead(NH)
'
1-2-269
aoon in a a big way. tying the meet
1000 meters-1) Meehan(M). 2)
record with an 8.7 second clocking in the
Withee(M), 3) Humphreys(NH)
-60 yard hurdles. Brutseart competed in
T-2:51.4.
three other events. winning wo, in200 meters—W-BrutstiertiM), -2)
eluding the shot put with a, Ow—Of
Williams(M), 3) Killion(M) T-27.3
37:1:2 and the 200 meters. ,
Two mile-1) Meserve(M).
Sheehan scored again, easily outdistancing titc....Old_Okark . in ;the trIple
SalsburAM). Stratton(M)T-11103.2
jump for this meet with an effort of (meet record)
Mile relay-1)Maine, 2) New Hamp35-91/1 and winning the 60 yard dash.
T--4:06.7 (meet record)
shire
distance
was
the
top
Tina Meserve
Two mile relay-1) Maine, 2) New
runner of the meet, winning the mile and
Hampshire T—I0:07.6
setting a Meet record of 1103.2 in the
two mile. The mile relay team of
The women's track team will next
Brancley. Killion. Mck'osh and Pfander
also established a new meet record of compete in the Maine state meet Friday
4:06.7
at Bow dom.
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Wxtall anxious for first All-Star start
ST. LOUIS(
— Ron Heittall. the
Philadelphia FI
goalie who set
records in last yea ,s Stanley Cup
playoffs as a rookie. is ready for his first
NHL All.Strir start.
"ii excites me." Hextaii said after a
32-save performance Saturday night
against St. Louis. "Last year. I twat at
Rendez-Vous. (but) I didn't play..'1
Hextall. who on the Conn Smythe
Trophy as the most valuable player in the Stanley Cup final series. will be mat •
ched against Grant Fuhr of the Edmonton Oilers in Tuesday night's AltStar
Game.
• "Ws a game where I don't think
there's going to be a lot of intensity."
said Hester'. the Wales Conference
goalie. "It means a lot to me."
Three Philadelphia teammates
none of them starters — join Hextall on
a Wales roster headed by center Mario
Lemieux-of the Pittsburgh Penguins. the
NHL scoring leader.
—Ws-a-game that I look forward to

coaching." Wales Coach Mike
Gretzli;,- an. eight -time league MVP.
Keenan of the Flyers said. Glen Sather
also trails.Lemieux in the race for the
of Edmonton will coach.the Campbell
Art Ross Trophy as the NHL's top
Conference team..
scorer. Chicago's Denis Savard and
"You have very frw titelsitt4 to bein
DetrooN &eve Ymrinan. both -Camptotted (with) the sets best in the
bell Conference member.. rank 3-4 in
game." Keenan said "When you
the.scorine race ,
hate those opportunities, you learn a lot
-from the players you're dealing
Keenan predicts a shooniut; perhaps
with."
ritahns the Wales' 7-6 victory in 19114
The Wales team will have Michel
Gouiet of Quebec and Kevin Dineen of
High-scbring wing Joe Nieumendyk
Hanford as the tuning wings, and Paul :of Calgar) is the only rookie on either
Coffey of Pittsburgh and Ray Bourque team in-the All-Stir Game's first return
of.Boston on defense.
to St. Louis since 19'0. Defenseman
The WILK-% also boosts thegi.stiscv Bob Ramage-tsrhe Blum only Termerr.
most experienced clefentemen in Denis tative.- on the Campbell team.
Pots in of the New lork Islanders. ;he
highest-scoring defenseman in NFU
Edmonton's contingent. in addition
histort who is playing his final season;
to Fuhr and Gretzky, consists ornght
and Larry Robinson of Montreal..
wing Jan Kurn and defenseman Kesin
Fuhr led all tote-getters with 323.425
owe. both statleis, and wings Glenn
votes. -followed by t_ttnicult-, *ith
Anderson and Mark Messier.
315,699 and NayneGretrky oh Edmonton with 305,305.

(eft wing Luc Robitaille of Los
Angeles and Calgary defenseman Al
Alak Innis are the Campbell's other
starters.-with MacInnis replacing injured
Doug Video,erf Owego.Philadelphia executive-vice president
Keith Allen. teleran Boston announcer
Fred Cusick and former Calgary Coach
Bob Johnson will be honored during the
Lester _Patrick Awards luncheon
Monday. .‘
Honorars captains 'ate former St
Louts and Islanders Coach Al Asbow__
for the Vi'ales and _ former Blues
defenseman Bob Plage, for the Camti.
hell Plager's older brother. Barcla). a
former St.Louis defenseman and coach
whaalso was to hate been a Campbell
honorary captairi,died Saturday follow
alms battle with inoperable brain
cancer.

Love
confession
from an
anthemaniac.
As you know. anthemaniacs like
just go crazy around
flowers So what does.
my Valentine send

WHY SOME
VERY BRIGHT PEOPLE
CHOOSE DATA PROCESSING
CAREERS AT LIBERTY MUTUAL
Liberty Mutual *•growing• progressive company an
business. Right now we Neve opportunrties for
step with today's insurance and financial world As
/ •Progrmaners
one of the largest property and casualty insurers in
the nation. a position with us can be as beg as you/
•Quaky Control Analysts
want to nuke rt

• Risk Senice Analysts

AN caseation in itself
wis believe your data processing career

shoi9iI never
end As such we offer an incredible awry 0 training
programs and outside courses for your professional
development

Sip up in advance at The Career Planning &
Pilmasoant Office to meet wi on on campus
lhuday, March Ito Wednesday, March 3.

A raid Imhof

nt special advantages
And, our location fnrafa IlufnItit,yOu as

•

ant

.

all efollima
eidestry MIN etalle4d4twee1 IXOPPIAblo
technologies Our new Mb censor it Pewtsrnouth
nspresents the newest in asnel delebeee
• technology Our sophistiC11111111
ongbannant
incorporates advanced appipplions programming.
networking and voice and debt communications
capabilities

The moltidatiplimary team
ttiu can be part of a dynamic team that nurr..-;
more than 1.400 people FICK° computer operations
to software support to applications programming. to
systems networking. you'll be surrounded by some
of the best data processing professionals in the

_

me

on Valentine's Day?
The FTD" Lae Note
Bouquet'
Well. let me tell you.
en I saw those
beautiful flowers in
that line porcelain
bowl it drove me wtld

Sem:lei. *us 9ionous
bouquet al-so-carne
with a note pad and
pencil with which lw
written my Valentine
dey

And smart Valentines

know it doesn't cost
much to send us
-anthernaniacs into
this flower frenzy. '

Just ask your fionst
to hake FTD send
one lot you

weil

NWIIMOUth.NEM HeinpahMe a the 20th fastest

WakeIng MIWOpOetain area in the country offering a
*ride vanity of cohost and lifestyle options. as well
as some of the greatest recreational spots etflaw
England
Meet with our represenillettali on campu- s and find
out why some Of the be AMA the smartest are at
Liberty lidutUil if yOu don't get a chance to see us
send your resume to Paula Estabrook. Assistant
Director of Hiring_ Lowry Mutual Insurance 225
8orthwick Avenue Portsmouth NH 03801.

LIBERTY
MUTUAL.
Ler, Stsnui Iiiwinuini Woe,
" 4
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Jeff Harris may.be Bears' greatest fan
av au Labor's
Stan Attu*.
_
He is a former Bananas the Bear who
Jot his teal for UrmetsitY of
Maine athletics, -His license plate says,'Go Bear,' he
has missed only one home football game
since -1968, and. whether at Alumni
Field, 'Alfond Arena or the Pit he
screams, shouts and waves rowdy rags
in support of UMatne athletic teams.
Jeff _Harris, Gannett Hall resident
director, has been a faithful and ardent
supporter of UMaine athletics since his
"Family can't always get to the
games, so its nice for student athletes to
he appreciated is the) represent the
school." said the 43-year-old Harris
"When .you know the kids partiCipating. then the game, to me,
becomes- -a4ot more-personal," he
said' he) al not-pist-iornebortTonthe field, the k:011Irl or the ice."
Harris attends as many athletic events
as he has,time for One recent weekend,
he attended womens basket ball ,and
hochey on a Enda) night, men's and
women's basketball, the following Sat ur day. and a swim meet Sunday
Jan. 26, Harris had third•rovicenter
seats to commedian Mark Ruse, who
Jeff Harris. an enthusiastic Black Bear fan has teen many many plass like this
was performing at the Maine Center for
or inflow has seen the Bears win the Hockey Fast title.
the Arts, but gase them to a friend so
he could attend the hockey and women's
basketball games.
When he.attends games
especially
coach Shawn Walsh. "He is a great
parents.. During the playoff game
hockey and football, hii fasonte sports
fan."
against Georgia Southern, he was
— his enthusiasm is contagious.
Jan_ 27, perhaps in recognition of the
leading cheers with wide receiver Sergio
He 'brings cowbells, rowdy rags,
support he gises to UMaine teams, he
Hebra's mother.
noisemakers and anything else he can
was inducted Saw the Graduate M (lub,
think of to games to help drum up supAnd Nos. 7. when the football team
a -support group for UMaine athletics,
port for the teams and psyche up fans
played the L:nisersity of New Hampusually reserved to former varsity
"When I go to games. I can'yelland
shire in Portland and the hockey team
athletes.
scream and its 01( to do that," he
played the University of Lowell in
said "I oast wish a few More people
Orono, Harris attended both games
Harris also has gone to great lengths
%souk, do that because its a great way
The only reason he missed the opening
literally — to see UMaine teams play
to act rid of a lot of pent up stress."
,faceoff of the hockey game, he said, was
He has seen the baseball team plas at
last year, when he was resident direcbecause he got caught in traffic on Colthe College World Series twice: he has
tor of Somerset Hall, he brought
lege Avenue.
newspapers with him to hockey games' traveled to Florida several times during
When Harris can't attend away
ardtttstributed Then.rm-nnym;forry.hr:_____March
games.'he listens to-them--on the radio
play and,
and. most recent'',, he attended the
'siting team was introduced: When it
in his apartment.
football -team's games at Illinois State
was, Harris and others in his section
Harris' enthusiasm for UMaine sports
would stand up and pretend to read, a
continues well after the games are over.
C°liege
tradition he has continued
As a resident director in Somerset Hall
--Jeri- Harris is what college athletics
During those away games, he often
for three years and now, as the RD in
is all about," said UMaine hockey
trave4s and sits with rnany of the players'
Gannet Hall, he has befriended many
student-athletes.
"Because I give of myself to go watch
them play, they get to see me.as Jeff,
not just the resident directibr," he
said.
When he was in Somerset Hall.
hockey players often stopped Is) his
apartment after games to talk and relax.
This fall, after the football season, he
cooreird-friner for some-of the players
in appreciation of their efforts on the
gridiron.
And in January, when the UMaine
cheerleaders placed second to Oklahoma
State in a national competitions the
cheerleaders called him from Texas at
2 a.m.to tell him how they did.
Their respect and friendship of him
stems, perhaps, from his appreciation
•
and respect for them.
"If a student athlete takes the time to
ask me to go to a gang, I'll be
there," he said. But Harris relationships with students are not limited to
athletes
If students in his dormitories are involved in an organization that is gising
a performance, he will try to be there if
•
he ig'asked to
He attends Maine Masque theater
productions List! University Singers per('M'.Rothe! lisseberd led Maine to both wins.
formances. RecentlY, he couldn't =ye

photo by Own Fortune

one, but this year is the first time he.

a University Singers' performance, but,
because he was asked to do so by a student, he attended the dress rehearsal.
Harris also is an adviser to Alpha Phi
Omega, the national service fraternity,
on campus.
As an undergraduate at UMaine.
Harris was Bananas for three years,
which allowed him to attend most home
games and travel with the team.
When he wasn't mingling with fans
and ,:heering as Banana:;. Harris still
managed to make it to most games.
"It was not uncommon for a bunch
of usto lump in the air and go to Rhode
Island, Massachusetts and New Hampshire to attend a game," he said.
After graduating from UMaine with
a bachelors' degree in education in 1972,
t at Central High School in
Harris
East Corinth for seven years.
While at Central High, Harris said,
he was the first male cheerleading coach
in the state,. and formed the first co-ed
cheering squad in the state.
During that time, he remained a
faithful fan, attending most UMaine-.'
home games.
Harris has a penchant for the tacky.
and his apartment perhaps reveals more
about his personality than anything else.
Numerous pictures of family - And
friends adorn the she's es and, wafts of
his apartment in Gannett Hall.. •
A baseball autographed by the 1986
UMaine baseball team, which went to
the College World Series, rests in *
bookcase
And on the shelf in front of his Lisingroom window, pink flamingos purchased from a mail-order catalogue
mingle with a toilet bowl, a "gife!_froM
an APO brother_
Although he is unsure about his
future plans, right now, Jeff Harris is
content to work as a full-time resident
director at UMaine and support the
university in whatever 4.ay he can.
"The University of Maine is the best
place to-work," he said. "Where else
on a Friday night do you hate the choice
of watching Division-I hockey and
basketball; or attending a performanee
'
by Mark Butsell.'-
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.Fixed dunk

Roger Brown>

Jordan claims MVP title
—fit All-Star game Sunday

WrnI1 ittec* ttietven more was the, Watching yesterdas's slam dunk
competition reminded me of the -,wifY.the judges downplayed Jordan's
"kiss the rim" dunk and gas e him a
.Hulk Hogan-Anare the Giant title
lowly score of 47. They then had thematch held Friday night, Both were
CHICAGO(AP) — Michael Jordan is 10 points in the first half, got two
net
-se to give Wilkins a mere 45 on
obviousls. fixed.
followed
bp his NBA slam-dunk title three-point plays from Johnson to close
one
of
his
patented
power
slams.
A Dominique Wilkins, Michael
:with. a Most Valuable
perfor- the.deficit to_.711-13iiiitli6;41k1Ort.ths
Jordan final was asoredictstde-asthe- - This really reminded-meoftheof-mance
third quarter. Jordan went-out with his
the
All-Star
Game
Sunday.
ficiat
ins
that
took
place
in
the
Hulkster getting cheated out Of his
scoring 40 points as the East. defeated fourth foul at that point, but the East
Hogan Andre title match
title.
the West 13.8-133.
went on an 18-8 run to regain control.
And do you think they would let
aN ms score Wilkins won the conWilkins had three baskets and Danny
Dominique
Wilkins.
Jordan's
slamJordan lose to Wilkins in front of his
test outright, but because Jordan was
Ainsc two 3-pointers during that spurt
dunk ris a! in Saturday's competition
home crowd? Of course . not. The
performing in front of his home
that
went
Anise had his third 3-pointer and Doc
down
to
Jordan's
final
dunk,
good'
job
until
were
doing
a
judges
crowd I might have given the fans
was bards overshadowed again as he
Rivers hit a free throw, giving the East
the finals. Granted eyery dunk by
their money's worth and allowed a
scored 29 for the East, which now leads
a 109-94 lead with 9. 16 remaining. and
both Wilkins and Jordan was specdunk off. But there is no was Jordan
the series 25-13.
Jordan's return ,moments later helped
tacular, but perfect scores were handshould have won after those three.
assure
the East victory.
dunkers
ed out too often, and both
dunks. Vince MacMahon must has.e
The East built a I5-point lead in the
Jordan scored IA points in the first
were robbed by the judges on one of
sat
out
Jordan
made the trip to Chicago
fourth quarter although
half as the Fast opened a 60-54 halftime
their dunks..
for eight minutes with foul trouble. The
Another
thing
about
the
contest
lead.
Jordan received a 50 when he
West got no closer than the final margin
that upset me was the lack of
The East spent the first quarter play.
dribbled the length of the court and
after that as Jordan returned to score 16
originality.
-The
first
couple
of
years
catch-up, trying the score four times
ing
took off from the foul line before
points in the final 5:50.
the
dunk
contest
was
really
never taking the lend.
but
ascisho,
slamming one home. Just prior to.
Jordan, the. unanimous MVP after .
it even rivaled the All-Star Game
making his first All-Star apMalone.
this dunk, the announcers said that
hitting 17 of 23 field goal shots,was daItself
in
popularity
Unfortupcately,
scored
eight points in the fire
pearance.
Jordan felt the perfect dunk would he
--therewie only so -many dunks aper.--*7-1rtwo_points shy of the All-Star-record -11705.tfting-rhe Westtarts-largestlead-.
one where he toOk-eiff froni-the
of 42 by Wilt Chamberlain in 1962. He
son can do, and lately the contest.
24-16. A 9-2 spurt by the East made it
line and did; 1W before dunking the
more than doubled his total of 18 in two
like the Super Bow!. hasn't fived up
_
.
before Clyde Drexler scored six
26-25
. ball.
previous All-Star appearances.
to the hype.
points in less than two minutes as the
What if .Dominique had done this
karl Malone led the West with 22
West gained a 34-27 advantage with
If the dunk contest Is to remain inon his next dunk? How would the
points. Akeern Olattnvon had 21 and
11:37 left in the half. •
judges have scored that one? These teresting, the judging must be taken
Lafayette Leser scored 17.
The West then went four minutes
more seriously and there has to be set
dunks were amazing- but. a perfect
KarRIW Abdul-Jabbar scored 10 saithout_a point
1ordaa..and
score mcans the dunk cannot be im- guidelines for scoring each contespoints and became the all-time leading
Wilkins scored four each during an 11-0
proved on. I think the judges should tant's dunk. Otherwise the dunk conAll-Star scorer with 247 points in 17
run that gave the Fag its first lead.
be much more selective, and not be test will be a thing of the past, and
appearances
Later in the second period. Jordan
pro
wrestling
will
move
in
to
take
it's
perfect
out
in
dishing
too hasty
Magic Johnson had 17 points and 19
started a 12-4 spurt with a Jumper and
place.
scores
assists for the West.
a breakaway dunk, and the East took its
The West, which trailed by as many
largest land of die half. 5446.
.
•

NEW ARRIVALS:
TAPESTRIES
and India T-shirts

Afraid
to be left out in the cold?

go`t4es
show student ID and get 10 percent off the
already low prices. Also: remember that special
someone on
Valentines Day. All jewelry 20 percent off..

Read the
Daily Maine Campus
and know what's going
on at UMaine

24 Main St ,Orono
Open 10-5 Monday- Saturday
MCNISA accepted

Irqt vir *it

°44
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PERSONALS
Send a Valentine's Day Personal to someone you knowt

ONLY 25' per line
At The Daily Maine Campus
iff-the basement of Lord Hall.
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Commemorative coins go back 2000 years
the mmting Of conimanorative coins
Just as they did in 1964 on behalf of
in honor of the Olympic (lames, is a
the Tokyo Olympic. Summer Games. the
tradition with a history that dates hack
Japanese ...Mint issued a 100 yen coin,
more than 2.000 years.
•
,which.carried the Olympic simbol of a
In 4!0B.C., the first Olsmpic
flaming torch.
*as minted to commemorate the Olsm•
he Olympic coin tradition changed'
gliatiot-racr ytetorroti(trig- AnIti: -dramaticallYrsinMiiiiieit, host of the
ilas of Sicils.
1972 Summer Games, issued the firmThe issue of that silser coin, which
est, series of commemorative coins.
measured 25 mm m diameter and Weigh-Ptiot to this, hist. countries -had
ed 1" 4g. began the proud tradition that
issued single circulating quality coins, or
continues to thts day
as in the case -of Japan, two. Munich
In 1896. arta' a break of 1,500 years.
created six . 62,5 sils-er coins, each ilBaton Pierre de Couhertip resised the
lustrating a -different theme.
onset -four -sears meeting of the
world's finest athletes with the first
Following this 'precedent-setting
modern Olympic' games in Athens,- . Olympic coin series, the Austrian series
Ciiribicet-Wwas tio
—sisTeser. gag 53
-C-hei
of Olympic wins,in support of the 1976
years later that the first modern Olyminnsbruck Olympic Winter Games also
pic coin was produced.
featured a multiple coin series. And,-not Until 1964. when the host
If the Munich Olympic coin prOgrant
countries,ofboth the Olympic Winter
set a precedent for Olympic coin series.
and Summer Games issued coin
then the series issued by the Royal Canamernoratise coins in support of the
dian Mint in support of the 1976 Mon Games. did the trend toward issuing
Olympic coins become --1ThniTY--- _treat ()lymph- Summer Games extended-the precedent
established.
The 28 siker and two gold coins that
__These uendieting coins were issued
in support of the Winter Games in In- • were sold in support-of the'Montreal
Olympic Summer Gaines set the mark
nsbruck and the Summer games in
for-the most -coins in an Olympic coin
series.
The Austrians issued a 40 ychilling 900
-silver corn-and-the Japan,., iccued two
As test anon) to the popularits of the
program, the 30 million coins that were
coins - a 100 yen and a Itaal yen coin
sold stand as the most coots es-ti sold
The proceeds from the sale of these
in support of -Olympic Garnet.
'Olsmpic coins lent support to the national Olympic effort
In 1980, at the Moscow Olympic
Summer Games. despiic the absence-of
The 1968 Mexico City Olympic Sum
mans of the Western nations of the
me,Games also hencfitted from the sale
world, sale of the corns generated a proof t)lynipic coins I he Mew-an govern
mcnt issued.-30.000 siker 25 peso coins
fit of S80 million
bearing the st s hied design of a runner .
The two most recent Olsmptc Games.
at Sararso in Yugoslavia in the *inter
1 he next Olympic Games to benefit
of 1964, and the 1964 Los Angeles
from Olsmrsic coin sales were the
Olympic Summer GAITteS set new stanSaporoOlsmpw. V. inter tarries in Japan
in 1972.
dards of per formance in Olympic coin

sales,' as _both generated considerable , finishes with various mint marks were
resenue for the Olympic effort.
issued in support of the Los Angeles
The Yugoslavian series of 18 coins
Games The coins proved to be popular
featured 15 silser and three gold coins
items and their sales resulted in a profit
- the first time a gold coing was offered
of 02 million.
in support of Winter Olympic Games_
Now, with the Royal Canadtan Mutt's
•
The American program was relativeOfrittpic Coin Program underway, the
ly small by comparison with the 1980
Mint is confident it has established new
Soviet series - three coins in two
precedents of excellence
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Parking ticket money
goes in , general fund
bg totals Isdrolla
slap

money "It should go back into parking," she said. "Either in creating
more lots or improving present lots."
The majority of the money collected
_ John O'Dea, newly elected student
in parking tickets at the University of government vice president and rnember.
Maine crimes from students, but goes in- - of the parking committee, said the
_toagencralfund used to_pay for univer
money should -go- towards-student
sit) expenses
-events.
When the moncs is collected from
• "(Students)contribute a good deal of
students at the public safety building, it
money into this fund. The students
is deposited daily at the business office
should at least have a say as to *here
Alden Stuart. assistant vice president of
it goes," O'Dea said. v
Adminsurative Services, said all of the
The new student government admoney collected from parking tickets-- ministration.-Davis-said; svill-be•lookgoes into the general fund which is using into making the parking money go
ed to pay for everything from salaries
into a specific fund.
to supplies.
Stuart said the university annually
Assistant Director of Public Safety.
budgets 592.000 to be collected in the
Charles ('handler, said most of • the
sale of parking decals and collection of
--parking tickets issued are to students,
parking tickets.
.. but added tb-at more students violate
We don't specifically pigeon-hole
• parking regulations than do the faculty
money for a special purpose." Stuart
and staff. said. Stuart also said the university relies
Tamata Davis, student government
on the parking ticket money and that it
president-elect, said she feels there
would be very difficult to take that
should he a separate. find for this
mnney out of the general fund budget.
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WE ALWAYS
NEED LEADERS
" The Air Fare is baking ix
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('Maine's Sew Smart scored 21 points in ('Maine's Iwo
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Student Volunteerism MinWair & Reception
Damn Yankee Tues., Feb. 9 6 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
••••••

••••
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Over 40 community service groups will be on hand to talk with
students about volunteering their-sac-vices for their community
nrganizations. Everyone is Welcome!

Student Volunteerism Week will be held Feb. 8-12

•
•.•.
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*Hockey
tcontinued from page
goal as Dave Capuano got his 23rd.of
the season and second of the night. Capuano shot from the left circle and beat
Mateo.
Lalonde wrapped up the .sconngatith
his second goal of the night making the
final.4- I.
-We worked it in the corner and
Mario got it to me. I put it under
him," Lalonde said.
The third period was scoreless and
penalty-filled. Most of the 4,415 stayed
until the end to help the Bears celebrate.
UMaine Coach Shawn Walsh saluted:,
the Maine crowd and said,"We're not
finished yet." The fans roared in
appros al.
"I remember last year at the Hockey
East banqu. and they handed the
regular season trophy to l en teglarski.
I said 'This is the one we v.ant,"' Walsh
said.
UMaine had set the Saturday victory
/sally with _a 10-7 victory nn Friday
night.The Bears Jumped out to i 6-0 0
lead before Pros'deuce could even get
on the scoreboard.Todd Jenkins staked
Uldolerr's Pak,McHugh tildes dle pock pod Providesce raw Mark Itootaitee. The Mock Beers distilled the mite oedema
Maine a lead that they would never
Hockey Ease dde wilt two weeketid victories.
relinquish early in the first period.
Dase Weasley sandwiched two
powerplay goals around a Bob Cork um
goal and quickly the Black`Bears had a
The game was seemingly oser because
when UMaine ran into a rash of
UMaine will, in all likelihood. retain
4-0 lead. Wensley's linernates Corkum
the Bears had a big six goal bulge. hut
penalties. Chris(ambit)picked ups five 'the top
ranking nationally in all the maand Chris Cunha° each chalked goals to
the Friars' Wildgoose scored three third
minute Major for slashing. Rick Bennett
Of polls
Make it 6-0 before PC's Jeff Serowik got
'period goals in the penalty-marred
of PC and Vince (.'Buidotti of UMaine
The Black Bears record rolls on to
a•powerplay score to make it 6-1.
period to make the the score clover than
got double minors for roughing.
25-4-2 and 16-2-2 in Hockey E.ast.PC
L'Maine's Mario Tbyer came right to
die game actually was.
McHugh and Golden each added minor
counter the Scrota goal 7-1 in favor of
falls to 10-13-4 0%ffall and 7-10-4 in
penalties, and at one point the Bears
the Black RMS.
• UNiame's Lalonde and McHugh each
were down two men for nearly three -Hockey East
Jack Capstan() converted on a shorgot scores to keep the Black Bears a safe
minutes.
UMaine wilt now look forward to
thanded attempt and PC's Mario Aube
cushion.
PC's Gard Cruickshank picked up
nest weekend's• date in Lowell with the
scored to make it 8-2 after two periods.
• The Friars got three powerplay goals
two nowerpisy goals in the period
Chiefs.
r.•
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part three se,

Submit Applications to
Student Government Office
3rd floor Memorial Union or call 581-1775

DEADLINE: FEB.15
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